AIANEA National Council Teleconference Minutes
Monday, October 5, 2015

12:00 pm Pacific, 1:00 pm Mountain, 2:00 pm Central, 3:00 pm Eastern

Council Members & Guests Attending:
President
Steve Durgin, Washington DC

Northern Plains Regional Representative
Cameron Clark, Wyoming

Secretary
Melissa Sturdivant, Texas

Southeast Regional Representative
for David Elliott, Alabama
Debbie Henry, Georgia

Treasurer
Pam Crow, Texas
Bill Parrish, Pennsylvania

West Regional Representative
Susan Looper, Nevada
Northeast Regional Representative
Cassius Spears, Rhode Island

Guests Attending:

Past President Attending:

Deborah Clairmont, National AIAN SEPM

Tanya Meyer-Dideriksen

Meeting Minutes:
a. Following some delays with the conference call beginning, the meeting was called to order at 2:15 pm (Central) by
Steve Durgin.
b. Initially, no quorum was achieved; therefore, business before the National Council was limited and no actions were
taken. However, later on during the conference call, a quorum was achieved and action items pending before the
National Council were reviewed and the appropriate actions taken, as indicated.
c. Review of action items from past meetings or those currently on the Registry.
Facilitator – Melissa Sturdivant
1. ACTION ITEM: Steve will work with Tanya to draft a letter that will be included with the presentation of the AIANEA’s cookbook to each of the
Elders and/or their family members. 9/1 Update: Steve commented that this is still being worked on by Tanya and Steve. Melissa added that
the books are on-hand and ready to be mailed. 10/5 Update: Steve and Tanya indicated that these were completed.
2. ACTION ITEM: Steve will get in touch with Sharyn Alvarez regarding sending out a National Bulletin about the professional employee’s
association, like the AIANEA, informing people how to join and the benefit of joining an employee’s association. 7/6 Update: Steve reported
that he is still working on this, and he is waiting until Sharyn is done working with the upcoming WiN and APIO conference planned for early
August. 9/1 Update: Steve said that once he returns to DC, he will get in touch with Sharyn. 10/5 Update: No report provided n this item.
3. ACTION ITEM: Deb Walchuk and Melissa will work on a publication that describes who in the Association is eligible to serve, and the roles
and responsibilities of the RTCAC position so members know what is expected. They will get in touch with Susan Looper since she just
attended a meeting and glean insight from her regarding the experience. 9/1 Update: Melissa and Deb reported that they had initiated the
process and have drafted a document. It is still being developed. 10/5 Update: No report provided on this item.
4. ACTION ITEM: Carol will get in touch with Patra and see if she wants to continue as the South Central Regional representative.
10/5 Update: In Carol’s absence, Melissa reported that Carol had gotten in touch with Patra, and Patra wants to continue as the Regional
Rep for the South Central Region.

d. Review and approval of minutes for the National Council meetings conducted on September 1, 2015. Melissa
summarized and provided a report of what took place during the meeting. With no quorum present, this item was
tabled until later on during the meeting when a quorum was achieved.
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Facilitator – Melissa Sturdivant
Once a quorum was achieved with Cassius’ arrival to the meeting, the minutes for September were reviewed with
the following action taken.
Motion to approve the minutes for the National Council meeting conducted on September 1, 2015 as presented.
Motion to approve: Cassius Spears
2nd motion: Debbie Henry
Being no corrections or changes noted, all voted in favor and no votes opposed, the minutes were approved.
e. Treasurer’s Report.
Facilitator – Pam Crow
1. Pam reported the following account balances:
$ 42,866.71 in Wells Fargo checking
$ 126,414.59 in Frost Bank investment accounts
2. Steve asked about the investment accounts and if we are okay with the earnings, and Pam indicated that the
accounts are doing well.
Once a quorum was achieved with Cassius’ arrival to the meeting, the financial report for September was
reviewed with the following action taken.
Motion to approve the financial report for the Association as presented.
Motion to approve: Tanya Meyer-Dideriksen
2nd motion: Susan Looper
Being no corrections or changes noted, all voted in favor and no votes opposed, the financial report was
recorded.
f. President’s Update.
Facilitator – Steve Durgin
1. RTCAC Update. Steve reviewed the recent activity and work going on to get the positions filled for the RTCACs
in the various regions. He commented that during the August meeting as we were working to get our Association
positions current, we did not realize that a National Bulletin (NB) was released at the same time addressing the
filling of various positions for the tribes and other representatives. With the short deadline on the NB, Steve
commented that he was able to get an extension so that we could proceed and hopefully, get the Association’s
positions advertised and filled in the near future.
Steve commented that he had received two applications from the East with David Elliott as the Primary and with
Cassius Spears serving as the Alternate. He reported that he had received an application for the Central RTCAC
from Melissa Sturdivant as the Primary and with Carol Crouch serving in the Alternate position for the region.
Steve commented that others had indicated their interest but could not get their supervisor’s approval which was
needed. Steve commented that he distributed this to the National Council for voting, but had not received
responses from everyone to date. Steve reported that he would send an email to the Council with the list of
nominees to finalize the authorization. He had already submitted this information to NHQ and it is before the
Chief for approval. He will re-send the nominees for approval from the Council to finalize the vote.
Steve further explained that he is working with Barry Hamilton to make sure that the Association is adequately
represented and that the representatives know what is expected. He shared with Barry that he hopes we will be
able to share with the respective RTCACs the Association’s perspective. He further explained that they have
requested an extension to allow for time to make sure the AIANEA Elders are represented, too. Tanya
commented that this topic is on the agenda for the next Elder’s teleconference.
Steve added that in his conversations with Barry, he shared with Barry that he feels that each of the
representatives, both the Primary and Alternate, should be able to attend as it would encourage more
involvement and keep both involved in the RTCAC business. Tanya asked if NHQ is willing to pay for both
Elders to attend the meeting, but Steve was not sure about this, but felt that it should not be discounted.
Susan clarified that her state had to approve her traveling and that monies were available for her to attend the
West Region’s RTCAC meeting recently. Susan felt that attending was beneficial, especially with her being new
in the position and she stated that being able to attend allowed her to learn more about the process.
Steve commented that Barry and he also discussed the need to look at aligning the regions and the RTCAC
structure. If the East region splits into northeast and southeast regions, then this would be more in line with the
Association’s current structure, and we could potentially need an alternate representative assigned for each with
Cassius serving from the northeast and David representing the southeast. However, this change has not
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occurred and is only being evaluated at present.
2. Trainings. Steve reported on other discussions with Barry regarding the potential need for trainings for the
Regional Conservationists and their staff because many of them are new. They discussed that potentially the
Association and the Representatives to the RTCAC could assist with the regional trainings.
Steve suggested to Barry that the Association offer trainings to the RTCACs. Steve added that the Regional
Conservationists meet quarterly and this might be a time frame in which the Association or the RTCAC could
provide some face-to-face trainings for these groups. Steve elaborated that the Regional Conservationists then
have meetings with the State Conservationists, and many do not understand their roles and responsibilities when
working with Tribes, and that even though they may not have Tribes in their respective states, they still have a
Trust Responsibility. Susan added that this has been discussed at length among the AIAN SEPMs because for
some, they may not have any Tribes, but there are still landowners and producers living in the states and they
need access to services. All agreed that this is a pretty common misunderstanding, and that we all have this
responsibility; these are common misconceptions that just because there are no Tribes, there are no Tribal
people or communities.
Tanya added that there is an Executive Session which has been designed to provide this type of training to the
State Conservationists and Regional Conservationists, and it is a modified Working Effectively with American
Indians (WEWAI) session provided specifically for them. Tanya also added that NEDS has a limited budget that
allows for the WEWAI trainings each year, and there has not been a lot of interest in these executive sessions in
the past. Tanya commented that possibly an even more abbreviated session could be offered as Steve
suggests. Tanya added that there is training material available that can be used to help facilitate a training for
the RCs and RTCACs. Steve stated that this would best be a supplemental training in lieu of a WEWAI session
and is not intended to take the place of a WEWAI session.
Susan added that when she attended the West RTCAC meeting, California reported that they have a Tribal
Technical Advisory Committee that is a sub-committee to the State Technical Advisory Committee (STAC). She
liked this idea, and shared this with people in her state, and hopes that this might be something they develop as
part of the Agricultural Summit conducted during the Intertribal Agriculture Council (IAC). Discussions followed.
Steve added that these “regional” training sessions can be designed to meet their (RCs & STCs) needs’ and
those of the staff, and that the key is just to get on the agenda when they have these executive regionally-based
meetings, and then design the training for what is currently needed. He felt that we could design a training
specific to what is needed and provide current information which can help the RCs and STCs get their jobs done
in their respective states. This should be an ongoing and consistent process. Each time they meet, we should
have representation there to assist them so they better understand their responsibilities.
Cassius joined the teleconference (at 2:35 pm, Central).
g. National AIAN Special Emphasis Program Manager (SEPM) Report.
Facilitator – Deborah Clairmont
Deborah provided the following information:
1. Deborah provided an update on this year’s poster to celebrate AIAN
Heritage Month poster and that they are being distributed right now.
“Water Life’s Flow Soil Provider of Generations” (photo inset at right) is
this year’s theme for the American Indian/Alaska Native Heritage Month
Poster.
2. Deborah reported that we have a new look for the American Indian Alaska
Native (AIAN) Recruitment and Outreach Banners, and that the NRCS
“Dream Big” Banners (photo inset below) are ready and can be checked
out from the NRCS
Distribution Center. In fact,
she reported that Melissa
has them checked out for
the first week of November.
Deborah reported that she
will have them at the American
Indian Science and Engineering
Society’s (AISES) National
Conference in November which
is scheduled for Arizona.
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3. Deborah reported she will also have bookmarks available at the AISES conference which are designed from the
theme of the banners, and that the ads which will highlight NRCS will be in the upcoming edition of AISES’ Winds
of Change magazine.
4. Deborah reported that she and Carol are co-chairing preparation for the upcoming AISES National Conference.
h. Regional Representatives’ Reports
Facilitators – Steve Durgin & Regional Representatives
1. Midwest Region, Deb Walchuk
Deb was not able to attend the teleconference, but Melissa provided the information which she submitted:
a) The third Annual Food Sovereignty Summit will be held Oct 26-29 in Green Bay. It is sponsored by FNDI,
Oneida Nation and W K Kellogg Foundation. Scholarships were offered, but folks can check the website to
see if they are still available, and to view the agenda, etc., go to this webpage:
https://www.regonline.com/builder/site/tab2.aspx?EventID=1656311
b) The conference planners have cast their net further and wider to confirm speakers and presenters so people
from the other regions may be interested in checking it out.
2. West Region, Susan Looper
Susan reported that she has made contact with about 1/3 of the states in the West Region to include academic
advisors and schools when she forwarded the info on the scholarship. She has forwarded the AIANEA
scholarship application information to these contacts and has gotten lots of feedback and she reported that this
has facilitated lots of conversations. Susan commented that she took advantage of this opportunity which gave
her a chance to introduce herself to several groups and organizations. Susan continues to update contact
information based on feedback from people who have responded to the scholarship activity.
3. Northern Plains Region, Cameron Clark
a) Cameron reported that he continues to work on the master list of contacts in the database. He asked for input
about the distribution of the list when minor changes are made, or should this be done upon completion of the
master list project. Steve still needs to get in touch with Cameron to work on the database project work.
b) Steve asked Deborah if the sharepoint for civil rights was still available. Deborah indicated that the
organizational structure is changing within the Talent Management Division in mid-October so she does not
know the outcome yet as far as those services continuing to be available. Susan Looper commented that in
the Program Division, she discussed methods used to edit and work on documents on the sharepoint within
her division. Steve added that we have to be conscious of where we make this information available as some
of our members do not have access to the sharepoint or the agency intranet. Susan added that some users
can obtain access via the LRA which grants access and use of level 2 eAuth accounts
4. Northeast Region, Cassius Spears
a) Cassius reported that in the Penobscot Nation after two years dam removal, Penobscot River flourishes
alewives, shad and even whitewater paddlers have returned as the largest river restoration endeavor in U.S.
history starts to yield results. See article: http://www.pressherald.com/2015/09/27/a-river-revived-thepenobscot-river-two-years-after-dams-removal/
b) Narragansett Indian Tribe of Rhode Island celebrated its October Harvest on the 3rd. The Tribe is in the
development in several agricultural initiatives and is construction a new green house. The Narragansett Tribe
is collecting mussels a pond on the Narragansett reservation for the Namaus Project. The collected mussels
are sent to a lab to test for contaminants. The Namaus Project is a collaboration between the Brown
University Superfund Research a Project Community Engagement Core, the Narragansett Tribe, and URI.
c) Mashantucket Pequot Tribe of Connecticut as implement changes in it’s at The Pequot which now included a
luncheon-style menu of traditional and contemporary Native American foods with a redefined interest in
promoting Tribal Food Sovereignty.
d) Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe of Massachusetts Wampanoag's application to have more than 300 acres of
land taken into trust was recently granted by the US Department of the Interior. This tribe recently attained its
federal recognition and is making the move to enter Trust land for their Tribe.
5. Southeast Region, David Elliott
David was not present at the meeting; however, Debbie was present. She reported that David is still on his
detail, and possibly looking at an extension.
6. South Central Region, Patra Ghergich
Patra was not present at the meeting.
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i. National Tribal Liaison Officer Report
Facilitator – Barry Hamilton
No report.
j. Committee Reports
Facilitator – Steve Durgin & Committee Chairs/Representatives
The following committee reports were provided:
1. Elders’ Committee, Tanya Meyer-Dideriksen
a) Progress is being made on the Elders in the 21st Century book. Initially, we hoped to have the book
written and published in time for November 2015 American Indian Heritage Month but we realized that was
unrealistic. So, we continue to work on it, knowing it will be completed at just the right time, prior to
November 2016. The interviewers are working hard to interview the Elders and write the first drafts based
on the interview, plus gather photos. There are a couple of interviews that still need to be completed but
those will be worked on soon. Our next teleconference is Oct. 15, so I will get a very accurate and current
status update then.
b)

The WEWAI training Elder DVD project is making great progress. The Elder interviews are now
transcribed and portions chosen for the DVD. A draft script has been written and is receiving comments
and suggested revisions now from other WEWAI cadre members. Roylene Rides at the Door will be the
narrator. Bob Stobaugh will record her narration sometime yet this fall. He will connect the video he has
with the audio and the DVD will be complete prior to the 2016 WEWAI sessions.

c)

We will use some of the material not used in the WEWAI DVD to create an AIANEA DVD, especially to
highlight Elder stories.

d)

During our Oct. 15 teleconference, we will discuss the RTCACs and Elder membership. Norman Lopez
has already reported that he would like to remain on the Council to represent the West Region.

e)

Discussions followed. Cameron extended his appreciation

2. Awards Committee, Millie Titla
No report provided.
3. Bylaws & Constitution Committee, Athena Pratt & Dr. Carol Crouch
No report provided.
4. Cookbook Committee, Melissa Sturdivant
Melissa stated that the National Council had voted to gift a copy of the cookbook to the Elders, and she
commented that the books are on hand. She has the letter provided by Tanya and Steve, and she will begin to
prepare those shipments. Melissa commented that she needs a copy of their signatures to include on the cover
letter.
5. Database Committee, Cameron Clark
Cameron and Steve reported on their progress to update member listings, and their efforts to bring this together
as an Access database. They will get together.
6. Scholarship Committee, Dr. Carol Crouch
In Carol’s absence, Melissa commented that Carol had reported via email that the Scholarship Committee will be
meeting to review scholarship applications.
k. New business:
None.
l. Review of Action Items from current meeting:
No action items were assigned during this meeting.
m. Closing thoughts & comments.
1. Steve thanked everyone and for all the work our members continue to do. He has heard from several people asking when
we are planning a national training.
2. He asked for us to consider trainings and how this needs to look in the future, especially for the mini sessions
which may be needed for the executive employees.
3. Deborah Clairmont asked that when we do plan a national training in the future that we look at adding more
training for AIAN SEPMs. She only had a 45-minute session at last year’s national training, and she needs more
time to be able to train the SEPMs adequately.
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4. Steve commented that we need to design our training so that it is fresh and timely, and something which is
needed each year and regarded as a refresher training. Discussions followed. Cassius also added that we
realize and understand the diversity among tribes, but most people have no idea how diverse the cultures and
tribes are from one another. Designing trainings that are regionally-based may fit better when planning trainings.
Having “meetings” are not really an option in today’s meeting vs training climate, according to Steve as there is a
limit to the amount of funds that is allocated for meetings; therefore, trainings are a better option. Deborah
commented that most of the AIAN SEPMs do not know the tribes and cultures, and training needs to be at the
forefront and that there is a need for this training in order to get the conservation on the ground. Susan added
that this is especially true if we want to reach our AIAN producers. Deborah thought that if we have more training
then we don’t have to start over so many times. Steve commented that we need to use verbiage such as this as
we design and define the purposes of the trainings. Susan shared that people in our agency who have moved
from state to state throughout their career tend to have a broader perspective of the variety of communities and
cultures that exist. Whereas, people who stay in the same location over the course of their careers, their
perspectives tend to be more narrowed.
Deborah asked if we had written a procedure for the development of the national training. Steve commented
that we have something, but from this last training, we had to adjust many times and it was not an efficient
process because of all of the changes needed in order to get the training approved. It was such a new process,
Steve felt that it was a moving target many times. Nowadays, we need to be looking at all of the venues and
opportunities to provide training wherever there is a need. We need to fill that gap. Susan discussed a broader
plan as done so in her state for a long-term approach, and Steve addressed this. He asked Melissa if we had
something of this nature, and Melissa responded that this is part of our AIANEA Visioning Plan. Steve indicated
that we need to be updating the Visioning Plan and address the need for trainings.
Steve asked Melissa to add the topic of future trainings to next month’s meeting agenda.
5. Adjourn – Being no further business, Steve called for a motion to adjourn. Cameron offered a motion to adjourn the
meeting, and Susan provided a second motion. Steve adjourned the National Council meeting at 3:55 pm, Central.
2 attachments
A. 2015 Action Item Registry
B. National Council 10 5 15 Meeting Agenda
Minutes respectfully submitted by Melissa Sturdivant, AIANEA National Council Secretary. Please respond to
melissa.sturdivant@tx.usda.gov with comments or corrections.
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ATTACHMENT A
2015 AIANEA National Council ACTION ITEMS Registry

Date
Initiated

Person(s)
Responsible

Action Item Description

Date: October 20, 2015

Disposition
Date

Reference
Document

ACTION ITEMS – PENDING
8/3/2015

Deb Walchuk and Melissa will work on a publication that describes who in the Association is eligible to
serve, and the roles and responsibilities of the RTCAC position so members know what is expected. They
will get in touch with Susan Looper since she just attended a meeting and glean insight from her regarding
the experience.

5/15/2015

Steve will get in touch with Sharyn Alvarez regarding sending out a National Bulletin
about the professional employee’s association.

1

Deb Walchuk & M. Sturdivant

S. Durgin
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2015 AIANEA National Council ACTION ITEMS Registry

Date
Initiated

Person(s)
Responsible

Action Item Description

Disposition
Date

Reference
Document

ACTION ITEMS – COMPLETED
7/6/2015

Steve will work with Tanya to draft a letter that will be included with the presentation of the AIANEA’s
cookbook to each of the Elders and/or their family members.

S. Durgin &
T. Meyer- Dideriksen

9/29/2015

Emails; letter
(TMD, SD & MS)

9/1/2015

Carol will get in touch with Patra to see if she is still interested in serving as the South Central Regional
Rep position.

Carol Crouch

10/5/2015

Emails
(DCC, SD & MS)

8/3/2015

Athena will contact regional representative about attendance at National Council meetings.

8/4/2015

Emails dtd 8/4/15
(MCS/AP/SD)

7/6/2015

Steve and Melissa will prepare a call for nominations for both the East and Central Region’s RTCAC positions
and distribute this to the Association membership so that this process can be initiated to select a
Representative and an Alternate Representative to the RTCACs.

S. Durgin & M. Sturdivant

8/21/2015

Emails dtd
8/14/15 & 8/21/15 from
Y. Dulle to Association

7/6/2015

Melissa will order 12 cookbooks to be presented to the Elders and/or their families. 8/3/15: Melissa
reported that the books were ordered and she is waiting on the letter to enclosed and will then ship the
books.

M. Sturdivant

8/3/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes, August 2015

H. Webb

8/3/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes, August 2015

Athena Pratt

Herb Webb will contact Barry Hamilton to determine if a news release was prepared to highlight the awards
presented to Millie Titla and NRCS at the recent SAIGE Conference. 8/3 Update: Melissa reported that Herb
did get in touch with Barry as she was copied on the email to Barry. However, she had not seen a specific news
release regarding Millie’s award. However, several Council members reported they had seen a notice about
the NRCS award and the photo of Ron Harris being posted, but nothing on Millie’s award. Melissa asked if
SAIGE would send a news release. Deb offered to ask Herb about SAIGE sending a news release.

7/6/2015

6/17/2015

Steve will send out an email for Council to vote on the matter of the Association reimbursing Melissa
$500.00 out-of-pocket travel expenses she paid to Elder Ted Herrera when he helped her conduct education
outreach to AIAN youth. 7/6/15 Update: voted on during National Council meeting.

S. Durgin

7/6/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes, July 2015

6/17/2015

Steve will be notifying all the State Conservationists and Regional Conservationist by email about who was
currently on the Council, and who would be sending out emails and making other communications in their
respective regions.

S. Durgin

7/6/2015

President’s Report in Nat’l
Council Minutes, July 2015
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6/17/2015

Steve will work with Cassius to direct Maine Tribal member to Maine NRCS staff.

S. Durgin

7/6/2015

Emails dtd 7/6/2015, and
President’s Report in Nat’l
Council Minutes, July 2015

6/17/2015

Susan will forward Steve the information regarding Deborah Clairmont and the Voluntary Leave Donation
Program. Steve will send the information out to the Association for those who want to donate leave for
Deborah’s medical needs.

S. Looper

7/6/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes
July 2015

5/15/2015

Steve will send the information that Rick Chavez is working on to Melissa. Melissa will prepare an
informational flyer and then send it to the membership to see if anyone is interested in participating in the
project. 7/6/15 Update: Melissa created the flyer, and it was distributed to Council members; voted on
during National Council meeting.

S. Durgin &
M. Sturdivant

7/6/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes
July 2015

4/6/2015

Melissa will make sure the notice regarding Sarah Bridges is distributed. 5/15 update: Melissa reported that
this information was distributed by Yvette to the membership.

M. Sturdivant &
Y. Dulle

5/15/2015

Email dtd 4/10/2015 (YD)

4/6/2015

Melissa will forward to the National Council a copy of the latest Bylaws. 5/15 update: Melissa reported that
the Bylaws were forwarded to the members of the National Council.

M. Sturdivant

5/15/2015

Email dtd 4/20/2015 (MS)

4/6/2015

Cameron will forward a member listing to each Regional Representative and the National Council. 5/15/
update: Melissa reported that Cameron had reported that he done this. Deb reported that she is working
with Cameron and is emailing members in her region. Steve added that there are several lists being
developed to help develop the database; however, he reported that we are sensitive to personal information
being distributed, and we have several lists in development. He added that eventually, we may have a more
public list available to the Association. Deb asked if she should be sharing Association minutes with nonmembers, and Steve indicated that this was fine. But, he added that member listings should not be
distributed at present.

C. Clark

5/15/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes, May 2015,
Regional Rep Report (CC)

3/2/2015

Gina and Steve will meet to discuss the effort to build and further develop the Communications Committee.
5/15 update: Steve reported that Gina, Steve, Yvette and Melissa met to discuss some planning for the
membership committee and Gina has the lead for working on this.

S. Durgin &
G. Kerzman

5/15/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes, May 2015

3/2/2015

Steve will visit with Carol about the Bylaws review process and review what is needed to be accomplished by
the Committee. Melissa reported that Steve had indicated that he is working to schedule a meeting with
Carol. While in Oklahoma on his travel, he hopes to meet with Carol and review what needs to be done.
Carol added that she hopes to meet with Steve tomorrow and get the committee work started. 5/15 update:
Carol has the committee information and is beginning her work with this committee.

S. Durgin &
C. Crouch

5/15//2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes, May 2015

2/3/2015

Steve and Melissa will research the process to determine the course of action needed to fill the East Region
RTCAC position upon the retirement of John McCoy later in the year (Oct 15).
3.2.15–Steve reported that the Bulletin provides the guidance for this process, and also that the same
process which was just completed for filling of the West Region RTCAC position and Alternate will be
conducted for those positions that are coming vacant this year. This item needs to be looked at to determine
the status is the Central Region RTCAC representation and filling of the East Region position. 6.17.15 - Steve
stated that David Elliot would be the interim Central Regional Representative, but that the East Region
RTCAC position would be vacant soon too. Steve felt that the Association would have a better idea about
filling these two positions over the next few months, and prepare to fill the positions in the fall. CARRIED
FORWARD FROM 2014 REGISTRY

S. Durgin &
M. Sturdivant

6/17/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes, June 2015,
Pres Report (SD)
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1.3.15
1/20/2015

Steve and Melissa will work to get award notifications distributed to award recipients and supervisors.
2.3.15–Melissa reported that she gathered the contact information and addresses and forwarded this to
Steve. 3.2.15–Steve reported that he is still working on this. 6.17.15 – Steve reported that this was
completed and all personnel and their respective State Conservationists received their award notifications.
CARRIED FORWARD FROM 2014 REGISTRY

S. Durgin &
M. Sturdivant

6/17/2015

AIANEA Nat’l Council
Minutes, June 2015,
Pres Report (SD)

REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION



“AIANEA” indicates emails which were forwarded from the AIANEA Membership email account maintained by Y. Dulle.
“Nat’l Council Mtg Minutes” for the respective month when disposition was reported/recorded.
Initials indicate the principal individual.
o
AP – Athena Pratt
o
GK – Gina Kerzman
o
MS – Melissa Sturdivant
o
CC – Cameron Clark
o
DCC – Dr. Carol Crouch
o
SD – Steve Durgin

o
o

TM/TMD – Tanya Meyer- Dideriksen
YD – Yvette Dulle

For information regarding the registry and/or its content, contact Melissa Sturdivant, AIANEA Secretary, at melissa.sturdivant@tx.usda.gov.
AIANEA National Council ACTION ITEM REGISTRY, October 2015
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ATTACHMENT B

AIANEA National Council Teleconference
Monday, October 5, 2015
12:00 pm Pacific, 1:00 pm Mountain, 2:00 pm Central, 3:00 pm Eastern
This meeting will take place by teleconference.
Call-in number: 888-844-9904
Passcode: 5203411
October 5, 2015
Topic

Time
(PST)
12:00

Duration

Presenter

10 min

Welcome and Introductions
-Review agenda and ask for new agenda items

Steve Durgin

12:10

10 min

Review action items from previous minutes

Melissa Sturdivant & Council

12:20

5 min

Review/Approval of September Meeting Minutes

Melissa Sturdivant & Council

12:25

5 min

Treasurer’s Report

Pam Crow & Bill Parrish

12:30

10 min

President’s update:
- RTCAC

Steve Durgin

12:40

10 min

National AI/AN SEPM Report

Deborah Clairmont

12:50

10 min

Regional Representative Reports

Regional Reps

1:00

10 min

National Tribal Liaison Report

Barry Hamilton

1:10 10 min Committee updates
- Elders Committee
- Awards Committee
- Bylaws & Constitution Committee
- Ad Hoc - Cookbook Committee
- Ad Hoc - AIAN Contact Database Committee

Committee Chairs

1:20 10 min New Business

Steve Durgin

1:30 10 min New agenda items

All

1:40 10 min Review of Action Items from current meeting

All

1:50 10 min Closing thoughts and comments

All

2:00

Adjourn

Additional items:

